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Online Library Things We Know By Heart Jessi Kirby
As recognized, adventure as capably as experience about lesson, amusement, as skillfully as conformity can be gotten by just checking out a book Things We Know By Heart Jessi Kirby after that it is not directly done, you could give a positive response even more vis--vis this life, on the subject of
the world.
We pay for you this proper as well as easy exaggeration to get those all. We present Things We Know By Heart Jessi Kirby and numerous books collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. in the course of them is this Things We Know By Heart Jessi Kirby that can be your partner.

KEY=WE - CRAWFORD KAISER

Things We Know by Heart
Harper Collins In this unforgettable novel, Quinn Sullivan falls for the recipient of her boyfriend’s donated heart. Printz Award winner John Corey Whaley calls it “not just a love story, but one with a ferocious pulse.” After Quinn’s boyfriend, Trent, dies in an accident their
junior year, she reaches out to the recipients of his donated organs in hopes of picking up the fragments of her now-unrecognizable life. But whoever received Trent’s heart has chosen to remain silent. The essence of a person, Quinn has always believed, is in the
heart. If she ﬁnds Trent’s, then in a way, she will still have a piece of him. Risking everything to get closure once and for all, Quinn goes outside the system to track down nineteen-year-old Colton Thomas, whose life has been forever changed by this priceless gift. But
what starts as an accidental run-in quickly develops into something more, sparking an undeniable attraction. She doesn’t want to give in to it—especially since he has no idea how they’re connected—but the time Quinn spends with Colton makes her feel alive again. No
matter how hard she’s falling for Colton, though, each beat of his heart reminds her of all she’s lost . . . and all that remains at stake. Perfect for fans of Sarah Dessen, this unique and emotional story about an unexpected bond between two strangers will leave no
heart untouched.

Things We Know by Heart
HarperTeen In this unforgettable teen romance that fans of Sarah Dessen and Susane Colasanti will devour, Quinn Sullivan falls for the recipient of her boyfriend's donated heart, forming an unexpected connection that will leave readers utterly breathless. After Quinn's
boyfriend, Trent, dies in an accident their junior year, she reaches out to the recipients of his donated organs in hopes of picking up the fragments of her now-unrecognizable life. But whoever received Trent's heart has mysteriously remained silent. The essence of a
person, Quinn has always believed, is in the heart. If she ﬁnds Trent's, then in a way she still has a piece of him. Risking everything to ﬁnd peace once and for all, Quinn goes outside the system to track down nineteen-year-old Colton Thomas—a guy whose life has been
forever changed by this priceless gift. But what starts as an accidental run-in quickly develops into more, sparking an undeniable attraction. She doesn't want to give in to it—especially since he has no idea how they're connected—but their time together has made
Quinn feel alive again. No matter how hard she's falling for Colton, each beat of his heart reminds her of all she's lost . . . and all that remains at stake.

My Kind of Crazy
Sourcebooks, Inc. Everybody needs someone who gets their crazy Hank Kirby can't catch a break. He doesn't mean to screw up. It just happens. Case in point: his attempt to ask out the girl he likes literally goes up in ﬂames when he spelled "prom" in sparklers on
Amanda Carlisle's lawn...and nearly burns down her house, without ever asking her the big question. Hank just wants to pretend the incident never happened. And he might've gotten away with it-except there is a witness. Peyton Breedlove, brooding loner and budding
pyromaniac, saw the whole thing, and she blackmails Hank into an unusual friendship. Sure, Hank may be headed for his biggest disaster yet, but it's only when life falls apart that you can start piecing it back together. "Funny, authentic, and, at turns, heartbreaking."Jessi Kirby, author of Things We Know by Heart and Moonglass "I had so much fun reading this book."-Adi Alsaid, author of Never Always Sometimes and Let's Get Lost

Someone Else's Summer
Running Press Kids For fans of Julie Halpern and Morgan Matson comes a summer road trip story about adventure, sisters, and ﬁnding out who you truly want to be. Anna's always idolized her older sister, Storm. So when Storm dies in a tragic car accident on the night of
her high school graduation, Anna is completely lost and her family is torn apart. That is, until she ﬁnds Storm's summer bucket list and decides to honor her sister by having the best summer ever--which includes taking an epic road trip to the coast from her sleepy
Iowa town. Setting out to do everything on Storm's list along with her sisters best friend Cameron--the boy next door--who knew that Storm's dream summer would eventually lead to Anna's own self-discovery?

Golden
Simon and Schuster "Seventeen-year-old Parker Frost has never taken the road less traveled. Valedictorian and quintessential good girl, she's about to graduate high school without ever having kissed her crush or broken the rules. So when fate drops a clue in her lap-one that might be the key to unraveling a town mystery--she decides to take a chance"--

Golden
Delacorte Books for Young Readers When Lissy James moves from California to Oklahoma, she ﬁnds herself in the middle of a teenage nightmare: a social scene to rival a Hollywood movie. And if understanding the hierarchy of the Goldens vs. the Nons isn’t hard enough,
Lissy’s ever growing Aura Vision is getting harder and harder to hide, and if she’s not careful, she’s going to become a Non faster than you can say “freak.” But it’s becoming clear that Emory High has a few secrets of its own. Around the halls, the term “special
powers” goes way beyond one’s ability to attract the opposite sex, and there may be something more evil than the A-crowd lurking in the classrooms. Lissy can see a lot more than the average girl, but she’s about to learn the hard way that things aren’t always as they
appear and you can’t always judge a girl by her lip gloss. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Bitter End
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers When Alex falls for the charming new boy at school, Cole -- a handsome, funny, sports star who adores her -- she can't believe she's ﬁnally found her soul mate . . . someone who truly loves and understands her. At ﬁrst, Alex is
blissfully happy. Sure, Cole seems a little jealous of her relationship with her close friend Zack, but what guy would want his girlfriend spending all her time with another boy? As the months pass, though, Alex can no longer ignore Cole's small put-downs, pinches, or
increasingly violent threats. As Alex struggles to come to terms with the sweet boyfriend she fell in love with and the boyfriend whose "love" she no longer recognizes, she is forced to choose -- between her "true love" and herself.
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Someone Dies, Someone Lives
Nostalgic about her track star days, heart patient Katie O'Roark receives an anonymous money gift that could pay for the transplant surgery and help her achieve her goal of Olympic glory. Original.

The Water and the Wild (Sneak Preview)
Chronicle Books Want a sneak peek? Download this free sample of The Water and the Wild by Katie Elise Ormsbee. A green apple tree grows in the heart of Thirsby Square, and tangled up in its magical roots is the story of Lottie Fiske. For as long as Lottie can remember,
the only people who seem to care about her are her best friend, Eliot, and the mysterious letter writer who sends her birthday gifts. But now strange things are happening on the island Lottie calls home, and Eliot's getting sicker, with a disease the doctors have given
up trying to cure. Lottie is helpless, useless, powerless—until a door opens in the apple tree. Follow Lottie down through the roots to another world in pursuit of the impossible: a cure for the incurable, a use for the useless, and protection against the pain of loss.

Emmy & Oliver
HarperCollins Emmy and Oliver were going to be best friends forever, or maybe even more, before their futures were ripped apart. In Emmy's soul, despite the space and time between them, their connection has never been severed. But is their story still written in the
stars? Or are their hearts like the pieces of two diﬀerent puzzles—impossible to ﬁt together? Emmy just wants to be in charge of her own life. . . . She wants to stay out late, surf her favorite beach—go anywhere without her parents' relentless worrying. But Emmy's
parents can't seem to let her grow up—not since the day Oliver disappeared. Oliver needs a moment to ﬁgure out his heart. . . . He'd thought, all these years, that his dad was the good guy. He never knew that it was his father who had kidnapped him and kept him on
the run. Discovering it, and ﬁnding himself returned to his old hometown, all at once, has his heart racing, and his thoughts swirling. Readers who love Sarah Dessen will devour these pages with hearts in throats as Emmy and Oliver struggle to face the messy,
confusing consequences of Oliver's father's crime. Full of romance, coming-of-age emotion, and heartache, these two equally compelling characters create an unforgettable story.

The Cold Is in Her Bones
Margaret K. McElderry Books “A dark and enchanting tale.” —Bustle “Fiercely written and beautifully feminist.” —Lisa Maxwell, New York Times bestselling author of The Last Magician One girl must uncover secrets of the past to save her friend from a terrible curse in this
“dark, angry fairy tale” (BCCB, starred review) ﬁlled with love, revenge, and redemption that is inspired by the myth of Medusa. Milla knows two things to be true: Demons are real, and fear will keep her safe. Milla’s whole world is her family’s farm. She is never
allowed to travel to the village and her only friend is her beloved older brother, Niklas. When a bright-eyed girl named Iris comes to stay, Milla hopes her loneliness might ﬁnally be coming to an end. But Iris has a secret she’s forbidden to share: The village is cursed by
a demon who possesses girls at random, and the townspeople live in terror of who it will come for next. Now, it seems, the demon has come for Iris. When Iris is captured and imprisoned with other possessed girls, Milla leaves home to rescue her and break the curse
forever. Her only company on the journey is a terrible new secret of her own: Milla is changing, too, and may soon be a demon herself. Suspenseful and vividly imagined, The Cold Is in Her Bones is a novel about the dark, reverberating power of pain, the yearning to be
seen and understood, and the fragile optimism of love.

The Wonder of Us
Scholastic Inc. Riya and Abby are:Best friends.Complete opposites.Living on diﬀerent continents.Currently mad at each other.About to travel around Europe. Riya moved to Berlin, Germany, with her family for junior year, while Abby stayed behind in their small California
town. They thought it would be easy to keep up their friendship-it's only a year and they've been best friends since preschool. But instead, they ended up ﬁghting and not being there for the other. So Riya proposes an epic adventure to ﬁx their friendship. Two weeks,
six countries, unimaginable fun. But two small catches: They haven't talked in weeks. They've both been keeping secrets. Can Riya and Abby ﬁnd their way back to each other among lush countrysides and dazzling cities, or does growing up mean growing apart?

Alone
Aladdin Perfect for fans of Hatchet and the I Survived series, this harrowing middle grade debut novel-in-verse from a Pushcart Prize–nominated poet tells the story of a young girl who wakes up one day to ﬁnd herself utterly alone in her small Colorado town. When
twelve-year-old Maddie hatches a scheme for a secret sleepover with her two best friends, she ends up waking up to a nightmare. She’s alone—left behind in a town that has been mysteriously evacuated and abandoned. With no one to rely on, no power, and no
working phone lines or internet access, Maddie slowly learns to survive on her own. Her only companions are a Rottweiler named George and all the books she can read. After a rough start, Maddie learns to trust her own ingenuity and invents clever ways to survive in
a place that has been deserted and forgotten. As months pass, she escapes natural disasters, looters, and wild animals. But Maddie’s most formidable enemy is the crushing loneliness she faces every day. Can Maddie’s stubborn will to survive carry her through the
most frightening experience of her life?

Liars, Inc.
Harper Collins A dark and twisted psychological tale, which Kirkus Reviews called "captivating to the very end" in a starred review—perfect for fans of I Hunt Killers and Gone Girl. Max Cantrell has never been a big fan of the truth, so when the opportunity arises to sell
forged permission slips and cover stories to his classmates, it sounds like a good way to make a little money. So with the help of his friend Preston and his girlfriend, Parvati, Max starts Liars, Inc. Suddenly everybody needs something, and the cash starts pouring in.
Who knew lying could be so lucrative? When Preston wants his own cover story to go visit a girl he met online, Max doesn't think twice about it. But then Preston never comes home. And the evidence starts to pile up—terrifying clues that lead to Preston's body.
Terrifying clues that point to Max as the killer….

Twenty Boy Summer
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Twenty Days. Twenty Boys. One chance to ﬁnd love. According to her best friend Frankie, twenty days in ZanzibarBay is the perfect opportunity to have a summer ﬂing, and if they meet one boy every day, there's a pretty good chance
Anna will ﬁnd her ﬁrst summer romance. Anna lightheartedly agrees to the game, but there's something she hasn't told Frankie---she's already had that kind of romance, and it was with Frankie's older brother, Matt, just before his tragic death one year ago. Beautifully
written and emotionally honest, this is a debut novel that explores what it truly means to love someone and what it means to grieve, and ultimately, how to make the most of every single moment this world has to oﬀer.

These Broken Stars
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A Starbound Novel
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers It's a night like any other on board the Icarus. Then, catastrophe strikes: the massive luxury spaceliner is yanked out of hyperspace and plummets into the nearest planet. Lilac LaRoux and Tarver Merendsen survive. And they seem to
be alone. Lilac is the daughter of the richest man in the universe. Tarver comes from nothing, a young war hero who learned long ago that girls like Lilac are more trouble than they're worth. But with only each other to rely on, Lilac and Tarver must work together,
making a tortuous journey across the eerie, deserted terrain to seek help. Then, against all odds, Lilac and Tarver ﬁnd a strange blessing in the tragedy that has thrown them into each other's arms. Without the hope of a future together in their own world, they begin
to wonder???would they be better oﬀ staying here forever? Everything changes when they uncover the truth behind the chilling whispers that haunt their every step. Lilac and Tarver may ﬁnd a way oﬀ this planet. But they won't be the same people who landed on it.
The ﬁrst in a sweeping science ﬁction trilogy, These Broken Stars is a timeless love story about hope and survival in the face of unthinkable odds.

If I Should Lose You
Fremantle Press Camille is a nurse specializing in supporting families through the diﬃcult decision to donate the organs of their dying loved ones. Camille's mother is a gifted but uncompromising transplant surgeon determined to make it in a man's world until her own
life falls apart. And Camille herself is a mother to Addie &– ﬁve years old, critically ill and in desperate need of the very organs her mother and grandmother work with.

The Truth about Us
Sourcebooks, Inc. A powerful and gripping contemporary YA from the author of I'm Not Her that's "Just right for fans of Sarah Dessen and Jodi Picoult."-Booklist The truth is that Jess knows she screwed up. She's made mistakes, betrayed her best friend, and now she's
paying for it. Her dad is making her spend the whole summer volunteering at the local soup kitchen. The truth is she wishes she was the care-free party-girl everyone thinks she is. She pretends it's all ﬁne. That her "perfect" family is ﬁne. But it's not. And no one
notices the lie...until she meets Flynn. He's the only one who really sees her. The only one who listens. The truth is that Jess is falling apart and no one seems to care. But Flynn is the deﬁnition of "the wrong side of the tracks." When Jess's parents look at him they only
see the diﬀerences-not how much they need each other. They don't get that the person who shouldn't ﬁt in your world... might just be the one to make you feel like you belong.

The Anatomical Shape of a Heart
Feiwel & Friends Artist Beatrix Adams knows exactly how she's spending the summer before her senior year. Determined to follow in Da Vinci's footsteps, she's ready to tackle the one thing that will give her an advantage in a museum-sponsored scholarship contest:
drawing actual cadavers. But when she tries to sneak her way into the hospital's Willed Body program and misses the last metro train home, she meets a boy who turns her summer plans upside down. Jack is charming, wildly attractive . . . and possibly one of San
Francisco's most notorious graﬃti artists. On midnight buses and city rooftops, Beatrix begins to see who Jack really is-and tries to uncover what he's hiding that leaves him so wounded. But will these secrets come back to haunt him? Or will the skeletons in Beatrix's
own family's closet tear them apart?

Cole in My Stocking
Blue Collar Boyfriends 2
Mandy never planned to return to Newburgh, New Hampshire, the hometown that unfairly branded her a slut, but she has no choice. Her father has died, and she'll be spending Christmas settling his aﬀairs. She hopes to get in and out of town without attracting the
looks of disgust that drove her away, but when a certain Oakley-wearing, Harley-riding cop starts hanging around, an old crush is revived and the rumor mill restarts with a vengeance. Cole has always been attracted to Mandy, but he has never acted on it. Besides
being sixteen years older than her, he was friends with her father. The rumors people in town spread about her were bad enough without an inappropriate relationship adding fuel to the ﬁre. But when Mandy returns to Newburgh fully adult and looking more gorgeous
than ever, he can't keep his distance, especially when an old secret of her father's surfaces and puts her in danger. He'll stop at nothing to protect her, but convincing her to stay in Newburgh, with him, will take a Christmas miracle. Reader Advisory: Contains
references to a past sexual assault

Time and Time Again [Time Between Us & Time After Time bind-up]
Disney-Hyperion Anna and Bennett's thrilling, unforgettable love story sparkles in this collection of New York Times best-selling author Tamara Ireland Stone's ﬁrst two novels, Time Between Us and Time After Time. They weren't supposed to meet. She lives in 1995
Chicago and he lives in 2012 San Francisco. But Bennett has the unique ability to travel through time and space, which he normally uses to see epic concerts from his favorite vintage bands. After an unexpected complication forces him to remain in 1995 for longer than
usual, he has to enroll at the local high school. And that's when he meets Anna. Anna spots Bennett at the track during a training run, and she can't get the mysterious new boy out of her head. Or the feeling that he seems to know her already. As the pair grows closer,
Anna is shocked to learn Bennett's secret, but his ability means they can experience times and places she never dreamed of seeing. That is, until a devastating crisis throws everything they believe into question, and Bennett begins to experience the terrifying side
eﬀects of his travels. Together, they face the impossible task of weaving together two futures that were never meant to intersect. Praise for Time Between Us "A beautifully written, unique love story." -Melissa Marr, New York Times best-selling author of The Wicked
Lovely series "A warm, time-bending romance [that] will have readers rooting for the couple that keeps daring fate." -Publishers Weekly "The story will hold readers with its twists and turns, present and future; its love, sadness, and anger; and especially, its surprising
secrets." -Booklist "A compelling story of love, fate, and consequences with plenty of sigh-worthy moments, this novel is the perfect choice for readers who want a romance that leaves them with something to think about when it's over." -Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books "Romantic and passionate, Stone's debut novel is swoon-worthy...will resonate with readers who enjoy their romance mixed with adventure." -School Library Journal "Time Between Us is the very best kind of love story --heart-pounding, intense, and
unputdownable!" -Elizabeth Scott, author of Bloom and Perfect You

The Traitor's Kiss
Imprint "This is an action-packed, expertly plotted story, drenched in double crosses and intrigue, with an irresistible heroine and a sweet and sexy romance. A late-breaking twist gives way to a ﬁnal act that will leave readers eager for subsequent books in this planned
trilogy." —Publishers Weekly , starred review An obstinate girl who will not be married. A soldier desperate to prove himself. A kingdom on the brink of war. With a sharp tongue and an unruly temper, Sage Fowler is not what they’d call a proper lady—which is perfectly
ﬁne with her. Deemed unﬁt for a suitable marriage, Sage is apprenticed to a matchmaker and tasked with wrangling other young ladies to be married oﬀ for political alliances. She spies on the girls—and on the soldiers escorting them. As the girls' military escort
senses a political uprising, Sage is recruited by a handsome soldier to inﬁltrate the enemy ranks. The more she discovers as a spy, the less certain she becomes about whom to trust—and Sage becomes caught in a dangerous balancing act that will determine the fate of
her kingdom. With secret identities and a tempestuous romance, Erin Beaty's The Traitor’s Kiss is full of intrigue, espionage, and lies. An Imprint Book "Marital and martial matters collide when brides and spies become ensnared in a treasonous plot. . . . Sage is a
clever, contrary female protagonist who remains realistic and likable, while her fellow protagonist Ash is enigmatic enough to require a second read. . . . Both epic and intimate, a semi–old-fashioned alternative to the wave of inexplicably lethal superheroines and their
smoldering love triangles." —Kirkus Reviews "Complex characterization, deftly layered adventure story, and [a] balanced blend of political maneuvering, romantic interludes, and action scenes." —Kirkus Reviews "Beaty balances a taut web of deceit...readers will be
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carried away by the mystery." —The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books (BCCB) "A debut novel that blends fantasy, romance, and battleﬁeld action. . . . A slow burn YA fantasy with clever genre mixing." —School Library Journal

The One Thing
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Maggie Sanders might be blind, but she won't invite anyone to her pity party. Ever since losing her sight six months ago, Maggie's rebellious streak has taken on a life of its own, culminating with an elaborate school prank. Maggie
called it genius. The judge called it illegal. Now Maggie has a probation oﬃcer. But she isn't interested in rehabilitation, not when she's still mourning the loss of her professional-soccer dreams, and furious at her so-called friends, who lost interest in her as soon as she
could no longer lead the team to victory. Then Maggie's whole world is turned upside down. Somehow, incredibly, she can see again. But only one person: Ben, a precocious ten-year-old unlike anyone she's ever met.Ben's life isn't easy, but he doesn't see limits, only
possibilities. After awhile, Maggie starts to realize that losing her sight doesn't have to mean losing everything she dreamed of. Even if what she's currently dreaming of is Mason Milton, the magnetic lead singer of Maggie's new favorite band, who just happens to be
Ben's brother. But when she learns the real reason she can see Ben, Maggie must ﬁnd the courage to face a once-unimaginable future...before she loses everything she has grown to love.

How My Summer Went Up in Flames
Simon and Schuster Placed under a temporary retstraining order for torching her former boyfriend's car, seventeen-year-old Rosie embarks on a cross-country car trip from New Jersey to Arizona while waiting for her court appearance.

Six Earlier Days
Knopf Books for Young Readers In Every Day, New York Times bestselling author David Levithan presented readers with his most ambitious novel to date: Every morning, A wakes up in a diﬀerent body and leads a diﬀerent life. A must never get too attached, must never be
noticed, must never interfere. The novel Every Day starts on Day 5994 of A’s life. In this digital-only collection Six Earlier Days, Levithan gives readers a glimpse at a handful of the other 5993 stories yet to be told that inform how A navigates the complexities of a life
lived anew each day. In Every Day, readers discover if you can truly love someone who is destined to change every day. In Six Earlier Days, readers will discover a little bit more about how A became that someone. Fans of Levithan’s books such as Nick & Norah’s Inﬁnite
Playlist, co-written with Rachel Cohn, and Will Grayson, Will Grayson, co-written with John Green, will not want to miss A’s adventures in Every Day and Six Earlier Days.

Love Me Never
Entangled: Teen Read the book that Kirkus Review called: "A complex, witty page-turner, ideal for YA fans of scandal and romance." Seventeen-year-old Isis Blake hasn’t fallen in love in three years, nine weeks, and ﬁve days, and after what happened last time, she
intends to keep it that way. Since then she’s lost eighty-ﬁve pounds, gotten four streaks of purple in her hair, and moved to Buttcrack-of-Nowhere, Ohio, to help her mom escape a bad relationship. All the girls in her new school want one thing—Jack Hunter, the Ice
Prince of East Summit High. Hot as an Armani ad, smart enough to get into Yale, and colder than the Arctic, Jack Hunter’s never gone out with anyone. Sure, people have seen him downtown with beautiful women, but he’s never given high school girls the time of day.
Until Isis punches him in the face. Jack’s met his match. Suddenly everything is a game. The goal: Make the other beg for mercy. The game board: East Summit High. The reward: Something neither of them expected. Previously published as Lovely Vicious, this fully
revised and updated edition is full of romance, intrigue, and laugh-out-loud moments. The Lovely Vicious series is best enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Love Me Never Book #2 Forget Me Always Book #3 Remember Me Forever

The Looking Glass
HarperCollins Perfect for fans of Emily Henry and Sarah Dessen, Janet McNally’s imaginative story of sisterhood shows that the ﬁercest of loves are often the ones that exist outside of happily-ever-afters. GIRLS IN TROUBLE. That’s what Sylvie Blake’s older sister Julia
renamed their favorite fairy tale book, way back when they were just girls themselves. Now Julia has disappeared—and no one knows for sure if she wants to be away, or if she’s the one in trouble. Then a copy of their old storybook arrives with a mysterious list inside,
and Sylvie begins to see signs of her sister, and their favorite fairy tales, everywhere she goes. With the help of her best friend’s enigmatic brother and his beat-up car, Sylvie sets out to follow the strange signs right to Julia and return to New York with her in tow. But
trouble comes in lots of forms—and Sylvie soon learns that the damsel in distress is often the only one who can save herself.

The Boy Most Likely to
Penguin "For Tim, it wouldn't be smart to fall for Alice. For Alice, nothing could be scarier than falling for Tim. But Tim has never been known for making the smart choice, and Alice is starting to wonder if 'smart' is always right. ... Told in Tim's and Alice's ... voices, this
return to the setting of My life next door is a love story about failing ﬁrst, trying again, and having to decide whether to risk it all once more."--Provided by publisher.

Time After Time
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers Anna and Bennett must ﬁnd a way to stay together--or say goodbye forever--in this romantic and exciting sequel to Time Between Us

Thanks for the Trouble
Simon and Schuster "Parker hasn't spoken since he watched his father die ﬁve years ago. He communicates through writing on slips of paper and keeps track of his thoughts by journaling. A loner, Parker has little interest in school, his classmates, or his future. But
everything changes when he meets Zelda, a mysterious young woman with an unusual request: 'treat me like a teenager'"--

The Sky Is Everywhere
Penguin Jandy Nelson's beloved, critically adored debut is now an Apple TV+ and A24 original ﬁlm starring Jason Segel, Cherry Jones, Grace Kaufman, and Jacques Colimon. “Both a profound meditation on loss and grieving and an exhilarating and very sexy romance."
—NPR Adrift after her sister Bailey’s sudden death, Lennie ﬁnds herself torn between quiet, seductive Toby—Bailey’s boyfriend who shares Lennie’s grief—and Joe, the new boy in town who bursts with life and musical genius. Each oﬀers Lennie something she
desperately needs. One boy helps her remember. The other lets her forget. And she knows if the two of them collide, her whole world will explode. As much a laugh-out-loud celebration of love as a nuanced and poignant portrait of loss, Lennie’s struggle to sort her
own melody out out the noise around her makes for an always honest, often uproarious, and absolutely unforgettable read.
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Where the Stars Still Shine
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Happily-ever-after is never quite what you expect in this hot and gritty romance.

The Summer of Letting Go
FREE PREVIEW - The First 5 Chapters plus Bonus Material
Algonquin Books Just when everything seems to be going wrong, hope—and love—can appear in the most unexpected places. Summer has begun, the beach beckons—and Francesca Schnell is going nowhere. Four years ago, Francesca’s little brother, Simon, drowned,
and Francesca’s the one who should have been watching. Now Francesca is about to turn sixteen, but guilt keeps her stuck in the past. Meanwhile, her best friend, Lisette, is moving on—most recently with the boy Francesca wants but can’t have. At loose ends,
Francesca trails her father, who may be having an aﬀair, to the local country club. There she meets four-year-old Frankie Sky, a little boy who bears an almost eerie resemblance to Simon, and Francesca begins to wonder if it’s possible Frankie could be his
reincarnation. Knowing Frankie leads Francesca to places she thought she’d never dare to go—and it begins to seem possible to forgive herself, grow up, and even fall in love, whether or not she solves the riddle of Frankie Sky.

Words in Deep Blue
Knopf Books for Young Readers Originally published in Sydney by Pan Macmillan Australia in 2016.

The Beast Is an Animal
Simon and Schuster Raised by strict, devout people after soul eaters attacked her village and spared only the children, Alys grows up longing for the freedom of the forest while hiding a gift that would mark her as a witch.

What to Say Next
When an unlikely friendship is sparked between relatively popular Kit Lowell and socially isolated David Drucker, Kit asks David for his help ﬁguring out the how and why of her father's tragic car accident.

Place on Dalhousie, The
Random House Australia 'You look the type to break your father's heart.' 'Yeah, but he broke mine ﬁrst.' When Rosie Gennaro ﬁrst meets Jimmy Hailler, she has walked away from life in Sydney, leaving behind the place on Dalhousie that her father, Seb, painstakingly
rebuilt for his family but never saw completed. Two years later, Rosie returns to the house and living there is Martha, whom Seb Gennaro married less than a year after the death of Rosie's mother. Martha is struggling to fulﬁl Seb's dream, while Rosie is coming to
terms with new responsibilities. And so begins a stand-oﬀ between two women who refuse to move out of the home they both lay claim to. As the battle lines are drawn, Jimmy Hailler re-enters Rosie's life. Having always watched other families from the perimeters, he's
now grappling, heartbreakingly, with forming one of his own . . . An unforgettable story about losing love and ﬁnding love; about the interconnectedness of lives and the true nature of belonging, from one of our most acclaimed writers.

The Wrong Side of Right
Penguin After her mother's death, Kate meets the father she did not know she had, joins his presidential campaign, and when what she truly believes ﬂies in the face of the campaign's talking points, Kate must decide what is best.

Starry Eyes
Simon and Schuster When teens Zorie and Lennon, a former couple, are stranded in the California wilderness together, they must put aside their diﬀerences, and come to terms with lingering romantic feelings, in order to survive.

Kissing Max Holden
Macmillan Equal parts swoonworthy romance and deeply aﬀecting family drama, this debut novel about the boy next door turned super hot bad boy will have readers hooked from the very ﬁrst kiss. After his father’s stroke, Max Holden isn't himself. As his long-time
friend, Jillian Eldridge only wants to help, but she doesn't know how. When Max climbs through her window one night, Jill knows she shouldn't let him kiss her. But she can’t resist, and when they're caught in the act by her dad, Jill swears it'll never happen again.
Because kissing Max Holden is a terrible idea. With a new baby sibling on the way, her parents ﬁghting all the time, and her dream of culinary school suddenly up in the air, Jill starts spending more and more time with Max. And even though her father disapproves and
Max still has a girlfriend, not kissing Max is easier said than done. Will Jill follow her heart, and allow their friendship to blossom into something more, or will she listen to her head and stop kissing Max Holden once and for all? Chosen by readers like you for Macmillan's
young adult imprint Swoon Reads, Katy Upperman’s debut novel Kissing Max Holden skillfully navigates the tenuous territory of bad inﬂuences, good friends, and complicated families. Praise for Kissing Max Holden: "It's equal parts sweet and spicy." —Jessica Love,
author of In Real Life “Wonderfully written and swoony.” —Miranda Kenneally, author of Catching Jordan “Sarah Dessen fans rejoice—you are going to love Kissing Max Holden!” —Lisa Schroeder, author of Chasing Brooklyn
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